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INTRODUCTION 

If you desire to move architecture, you must find a tool 

with which to pry. Architecture, as objects, aa history, 

as a universe of people (designers, technicians, workers,) 

cannot provide this tool, for it can only provide the matter. 

If a stone is to be turned, you must go elsewhere than the 

stone itself for the means to turn it. 

When a problem is presented for architectural consideration, 

two things are present; that is, the problem and a body of 

ideas concerning itself with built form (architecture). 

I contend that a third thing is required for the successful 

resolution of the problem. This third thing can be repre

sented by an appropriate idea not common to either the 

problem or to architecture, but an idea which causes the 

problem and architecture to fuse into a resolved solution. 

A difficulty arises when the 'problem1 is 'architecture1. 

You are left to grope for something that is capable of 

informing this construct. 

Since, when we are allowed our own devices, we will choose 

that which beguiles us, prejudice or bias becomes the tool. 

I have often considered that architecture is capable of 

communication, and will endeavor to discover a basis upon 

which I can further my understanding of the relationships 

between architecture and communication. 



Architecture communicates at various levels of significance 

and understanding. Certainly, you could choose to discover 

the higher, richer levels of significance and allow the 

mundane to be handled in terms of experience with built 

form and experience with communication. Our experiences 

are vast and offer us much in our understanding of the 

environment. We must not, however, consider that perceivers 

have the sbility to understand our experiences and the way 

these experiences show themselves through our buildings. 

I think that if architecture is to communicate meaning at 

lofty levels, it is not too much to ask that it be able to 

communicate simple and mundane meanings as well. The purpose 

of this paper is to establish a way in which mundane 

meanings can be keyed by built form, establishing a foundation 

for the reading of other levels of significance. 

My choice of tools within language philosophy is semiotic 

(the science of or the study of sign). I have, then, 

two things to work with, and need a third. The third shall 

be behaviorlstics throughout the study. Later, when the 

basis of sign phenomena is established, I will include 

behaviorlstics as an integral part of semiotic and apply 

that idea, and architecture to a third thing, a problem; 

thus the discussion will take on a more recognizable form 

characteristic of reality. 



THE STUDY OP SIGN 

Charles Sanders Peirce, a notable American philosopher, 

wished to remove the study of sign from the "individualistic 

and sensationalisticw* treatment it had received in England. 

Peirce placed the study of sign within pragmatics by adopting 

behavioristics as the method for the discovery and testing 

of sign phenomena. 

"... by 1semiosis* (says Peirce) I mean ... 
an action, or influence, which is, or involves, 
a cooperation of three subjects, such as a sign, 
its object, and its interpretant, this tri-relative 
influence not being in any way resolvable into actions 
between pairs ... My definition confers on anything 
that so acts the title of a sign.'* 

As originally conciived by Peirce, and as interpreted 

and studied by Charles Morris, signs are seen to control 

behavior. Particularly, signs control that which is goal 

seeking behavior. 

Signs occur both within spoken (or written) language and 

outside of spoken (or written) language. Facial expressions 

and other gestures make up languages and include sign 

phenomena. Post-language signs such as an Inverted 

2 ibid*6S 2§7riS' S*gna> Language, and Behavior, p. 287. 



isosolese triangle signifies "Yield" if placed at a roadway 

intersection, or a red color signifies "Stop". 

I will use written language to discuss properties of sign 

phenomena so that deriving or explaining lexlcative or 

syntactic properties of non-verbal (or non-written) language 

will not be necessary. I will leave an opening, here, for 

the later derivation of an architectural lexicon and syntax. 

SION PHENOMENA 

We must first discover what a sign is and how it Influences 

behavior. A hypothetical situation is presented in which 

signification occurs: 

1. You are wading upstream, approaching a bridge, upon 

which stands another fisherman! 

2. Other fisherman - "Donft wade further, there is a deep 

hole under the bridge." 

3. You do not wade under the bridge, but you cross the road 

and wade back in a bit upstream. 

This is a sequence of sign phenomena and sign behavior. 

The words spoken by the other fisherman acted as a sign 

to you, caused a disposition to respond in a certain way 

to the I'hoie1, The words also acted as a prepatory-stimulus 

* underlined words are included in glossary 



influencing your behavior if# within the next few steps, 

the water begins to deepen, (Two concepts not discussed 

here for simplicity are response"sequences and behavlor-famlly.) 

3 
Now, we can make a clear, though behaviorally incomplete, 

definition of sign; 

"If something, A (words spoken by fisherman), control 

behavior towards a goal in a way similar to (but not 

necessarily identical with) the way something else, 

B (the deep hole), would control behavior with respect 

to that goal in a situation in which it were observed, 

then A is a sign."** 

You, in this sign sequence, are the interpreter. Your dis

position to respond to the sign is the Interpretant. 

The hole under the bridge is the denotatum. The condition 

of there being a hole under the bridge is the slgnlflcatum 

5 of the spoken sign. 

3 More precise set of conditions for sign: 
"If anything, A, is a prepatory-stimulus which in the 
absence of stimulus-objects initiating response-sequences 
of a certain behavior-family causes a disposition in 
some organism to respond under certain conditions by 
response-sequences of this behavior-family, then A is a sign*" 

£ ibid p. 17. 
^ ibid paraphrase p. 18. 



Peirce's concept of "thirdness" ia now discussable. 

The sign (spoken by the fisherman), its object (the hole), 

and its interpretant (your disposition to respond), give 

the three parts of this concept. The important message 

concerns differences in approach from a semantic platform. 

David Dunster's article "Sign Language"^ indicates that 

the semiotic relationship is two-fold, i.e. the object 

(sign) denotes one thing and connotes another thing. 

Dunster says that when we see a Doric column the column 

denotes "carved stone pillar11 and connotes "civic building" 

to non-architects. Meaning, in this construct, is transmitted 

to the observer. Peirce's construct does not allow the 

term fraeaningf to enter the discussion because of its lack 

of precision. In relation to the sign sequence that we 

previously participated in, let us think about the 'meaning1 

communicated. Was the sign reliable? Did the fisherman 

have actual knowledge of the hole? Was he trying to cause 

you not to fish in a favorite spot of his? Are you wary of 

other fishermen's suggestions? 

^ David Dunster, "Sign Language", Architectural Design 
11/76, p. 667. 



SYMBOL AND SIGNAL 

A difference occurs between literary, artistic or architectural 

'symbol1 and semiotic symbol. The difference is founded 

on 'how1 a symbol performs rather than 'what1 it performs. 

Semiotic symbol occurs outside of environmental stimuli; 

that is to say that symbol is produced by the interpreter 

of another sign and symbol acts as a behavioral control 

in substitute for that sign. 

Our fisherman (you) hears the sign of the fisherman on the 

bridge, and says to himself, MI will take two more steps 

cautiously forward, and then wade out of the stream.1' 

He takes two more steps and then crosses the road. 

It can be said that he produced a sign, that acted 

synonomously to, but independant of the other sign, that the 

sign he produced acted outside of environmental stimuli, 

and that the sign he produced exercised control over his 

behavior. He has produced a symbol, and has participated 

in a symbol-process. All symbols are signs, and all signs, 

which are not symbols, are signals* 

The sign sequence as first stated is, then, a signal-process, 

and the addition of the production of the symbol caused it 

to be a symbol-process. 



You may wonder about the place of signs such as the caduceus 

or the crucifix in relation to the terminology provided. 

The caduceus, "symbol" of the medical profession, shows 

serpents entwining a sceptor. The sign is not Iconic 

(that is, it doesn't itself have the properties of its 

denotata). The signifioatum of the sign does not cause a 

response-sequence in relation to serpents or sceptors. 

We must say that the sign (caduceus) causes us to produce 

a symbol of "doctor" or 'medical profession1 quite apart 

from any iconic denotata. The caduceus causes, then, 

a symbol-process rather than a signal-process. This use 

of the terminology thus approximates the common use of 

the term 'symbol1 in that it triggers symbol-process. 

The crucifix, an iconic sign, is admissible as evidence 

of 'symbol' because of associations other than the denotata 

of the sign which have the capability of symbol-process 

production. Also, the iconic sign is considered as a 

sub-class of symbol. 

I prefer to call to focus Susan Langer's concept of two 

different types of symbol, the discursive symbol and the 

presentational symbol. In the study of architecture, 

it is my feeling that we are not inclined to consider 

types of symbols outside of a general framework embodying 

the discursive symbol. We reach into history to discover 

a network of forms which express our approach to architecture. 



This type of symbolism grows from conventional units in 

a stair-step fashion that clearly employs logic and meaning. 

Other historical and logical forms could be employed to 

paraphrase the meaning of our symbolic constructs. This type 

of symbolism is scientific application of signs. Architecture 

laden with discursive symbols denies the subjective emotional 

associations characterizing art. Although architecture 

may benefit by discursive symbols, it must also involve 

the subjective, unparaphrasable side of existence to 

allow for the possibility of an aesthetic experience. 

We must, then, understand our use of the discursive symbol 

(discussed in Morris1 terms) while extending our relationship 

with the presentational symbol, 

ICONIC SIGN 

The iconic sign will gain importance in subsequent discussion 

because of its supreme architectural significance. It is, 

however, in the present discussion, simply a sub-class 

of symbol containing special properties. 

A roadway sign which indicates a turning of the road to the 

right, for example, by the means of an arrow bent to the right 

can be said to have properties of iconic sign, In accordance 

with semiotic terminology, the denotata of the sign is a turn 

to the right, the extent to which it is iconic is the relation

ship between the bend of the arrow and the bend of the road* 



If the other fisherman had used hand gestures indicating 

the way in which the stream bed profile acted as it approached 

the bridge, the gestures could be said to be iconic signs. 

Words can not normally be said to have iconic properties 

unless they are used or invented to produce onomatopoetic 

significance (tintinabulation of the bells, bells, bells)* 

The word 'crucifix1 is not iconic, although the object 

'crucifix1 is iconic. 

MODES OF SIGNIFYING AND ASCRIPTORS 

Signs, in order to give us usable information, must be able 

to signify in modes cooresponding to 'where', 'what', 'why', 

and 'how'. These modes will be called, respectively, 

identificative, designative, appraisive, and prescriptive. 

Identifiors signify 'where' in the spatiao-temporal region. 

Designators indicate 'what' characteristics. Appralsors 

distinguish relevancy and preference. Prescriptors prescribe 

responses necessary to complete an act. Another mode 

of signifying is the formator. Forraators coorespond to signs 

such as punctuation marks, numbers, logic signs such as 

'or', 'not', '+1, 'minus', and suffixes, and grammatical 

structure. 



Ascrlptors are sign complexes which being together an 

identifior (identificative mode) with a sign or signs in 

some other mode (modes) of signifying and this bringing 

together roughly approximates what we think of as a sentence, 

"This bridge" is a designative ascriptor. The sign "this" 

signifies in the identificative mode, and the sign "bridge" 

signifies in the designative mode. In written language, 

the identificative mode of signifying usually does not 

characterize the significatum of the ascriptor. 

If, for some reason, a chalkboard were covered with a 

multiplicity of ^hises1 and you wanted to point out a 

particular 'this1, you may say 'This this*. The sign complex 

thus presented appears to be two signs in the identificative 

mode of signifying, however, you will note that the second 

'this1 has appralsive characteristics. You are pointing 

out a sign in deference to the other signs for one reason 

or another. In written language, the Identificative-ascriptor 

is virtually non-existent in normal usage. 

USES OP SIGNS 

Not only do signs signify in the various modes of signifying, 

they are also put to different uses. 



"Signs in general serve to control behavior in the 
way something else would exercise control if it were 
present. To attain its goals the organism must take 
account of the environment in which it operates, 
select for its concern certain features of this 
environment, respond by response-sequences which 
will attain an environment suitable to its needs, 
and organize its sign-provoked responses into some 
pattern or other. Each of these stages of its 
activity may be facilitated by the use of signs 
cooresponding to these four aspects of behavior."' 

Signs may then inform, select, incite and systematize. 

These uses may be called the informative, the valuatlve, 

the incitive, and systemic. Informative use of signs 

are signs produced in order to cause someone to act as if 

a certain situation has certain characteristics. Valuative 

use of signs are signs used to cause preferential behavior 

to certain needs or objects. Incitive use of signs are signs 

that call out more or less specific responses. Systemic 

uses of signs organize behavior which other signs tend to provoke. 

A matrix could be arranged using the mode of signifying 

as one vector and the usage as the other. The coorelatlng 

of these vectors approximates the type of discourse resulting 

from the mode of signifying coupled to the intended or 

discovered usage. If you desire to produce a scientific 

discourse, you would insure that the signification would 

be in the designative mode, and the usage would be informative. 

? Charles Morris, Signs, Language, and Behavior, p. 95>« 
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ARCHITECTURE AS SIGN 

In relation to our terminology of sign-phenomena, we must 

discover If it is possible to consider architecture as 

sign-phenomena* That is to say* can architecture, or 

a particular aspect of architecture control behavior towards 

a goal in a way similar to (but not necessarily identical with) 

the way something else (B) would control behavior with 

respect to that goal in a situation in which that aspect 

of architecture (A) were observed? 

Architecture is not necessarily sign-phenomena. It oan control 

behavior by its physical existence and would act as (B) 

in the definition of sign given above. If you desired to 

gain entry to a building, you may see a door, react by 

performing the appropriate response sequences to approach and 

enter the door. Sign phenomena can occur when you look 

for a door, do not see it, look for something that might 

cue or give clue to the looatlon of a door, and react by 

performing response sequences that lead you to where you 

expect the door to be located. 

Let us solidify the second case in the above paragraph: 

You desire to enter a particular building and are not 

presented with a visible immediate opening. You look along 

its surfaces and see a massing of material jutting towards 

I k  



the sidewalk. You walk towards this massing with the 

expectation of entering the building at that location 

(or near that location)• The massing uncharacteristic 

of the parts of the building which contain no visible 

passage, acts as a sign to you, causes a disposition to 

respond in a certain way to the 'door1. You are the 

Interpreter. Your disposition to respond is the interpretant. 

The door or passage la the denotatum. The condition 

of there being a door or passage accessible via the 

uncharacteristic massing is the slgnlficatum of the 

post-language sign. 

This is easily constructed, and relatively correct with 

respect to a behavioral approach to semiotic. It also gives 

rise to a new Idea within this discussion, and that is the 

notion that differential characteristics in architecture 

can trigger sign-phenomena, or can be signs. Our concept 

of a goal seeking behavior (the disposition to enter a 

particular building) can be facilitated by a sign within 

the confines of architectural manipulation. A discernable 

shadow on an otherwise shadowless wall, or the shape of 

a door-frame set apart from the building, could act as a sign 

facilitating entry in absence of a physically perceivable 

door or passage. These signs are dependant on memory of 

previous experiences with similar architectural manipulation, 

and trigger processes of the symbolic variety. 



The signs are not semiotic symbols, but act as recall 

mechanisms to give credence to expectable significata. 

It is important to note that neither the shadow nor the 

material shaping the gateway or pseudo-door-frame are 

themselves the birthplace of sign-phenomena. 

Individual materials are not definable aa signs. Brick, 

for example, stands in evidence to and of Itself and does 

not cause us to respond to it as if it were something else. 

Even if we were to allow the terminology of disposition to 

respond (any action of muscle or gland by an organism 

in response to a sign) to encompass Rudolph Arnhein's 

idea that one •feels* the compression of a material 

(such as brick); therefore imbuing brick with the properties 

of an iconic sign, it is doubtful that the perceiver would 

grasp that denotata unless the brick was skillfully handled 

to appear to oppose a weighty downward thrust. We can see 

such manipulation masterfully exhibited in Frank Furness* 

fireplaces. 



But can we not feel the 

Hpinch as well through viewing 

this simple line drawing? 

We are back, then, to under

standing such signification 

in terms of differentials. 

We feel sorrier for the brick 

(happier for ourselves) in 

Furness' fireplace than we 

do in this planar construct, 

although the same forces are 

present* Furness' fireplace 

displaces space and has weight 

(visually) whereas the other 

(visually) seems only to displace 

space. Using Arnhelm's perceptual construct, we see that 

it is the manipulation of the form (the fireplace seeming 

to fail and experience plastic flow) rather than the 

individual units of material that caused this sign-phenomena. 

APPRAISIVE MODE PLUS INFORMATIVE U8AGB-MYTHICAL DISCOURSE 

The type of architectural manipulation presented in the 

fireplace example (one thing attracting your attention 

because of its difference in opposition to other things) 

is (can be) a sign in the appralslve mode of signifying. 



The usage of the sign according to behavioral measures is 

that of informing the organism about the environment. 

Prom the matrix on page you will identify the type 

of discourse as being mythical. Although the architect 

may have used designators in the shaping of the things 

that act as signs, there is a lack of certainty on the part 

of the interpreter as to how to react to the sign-complexes 

presented. The designators are not interpreted as 

intra-personal signs unless they appear often enough with 

clarity, and the interpreter requires their use with sufficient 

method and regularity that they become members of a 

sign-system that gives them the certainty necessary for 

an intra-personal post-language sign. In my opinion, 

someone using the building would not view this system 

as being deslgnatlve until each instance of its occurrence 

were tried and found to be adequate. This development 

would require sufficient encounters with the designators 

to cause the interpreter to •read* the sign with certainty. 

For all other interpreters, the signs signify in the appraisive 

mode. The interpreter may quickly respond to the sign, 

although he will not require the sign to denote infallibily. 

Mythical discourse involves evolution ... fabrication of 

facts that demand consistency within the framework of the myth, 

but may not allude to truth. 



SCIENTIFIC DISCOURSE 

We have seen that architecture can be thought of as mythical 

in that the appraisive mode of signifying establishes 

an identifior with an appraisor for the purpose of informing; 

that is, approximately, 'why wouldn't the door be there 

rather than at some other place?1. We can see that the 

adequacy of this construct is relative to manipulation 

of the form, and of the interpreter's experience. When you 

can see the door, the question of reliability or adequacy 

of the sign is reduced to a question of whether or not it 

is locked. You will note that the door cannot be viewed 

as a sign for itself according to the definition of sign 

on page . When architectural elements denote themselves 

and are experienced for what they, in reality, are, they 

cannot act as signs, 'This is a door1 is an ascriptor 

containing an identifior (this), and a designator (door) 

for the purpose of informing. Again referring to the matrix 

on page , you will see that this ascriptor locates itself 

within scientific discourse. I must define scientific 

discourse, in reference to architecture, as that discourse 

which is so adequate and reliable that it denotes itself, 

such discourse not being sign-phenomena. All this is not 

to say that a door cannot be a sign denoting passage from 

one realm to another or cause you to respond with anticipation 

to passage, but it does say that you must realize that within 

behavioristics a door is not a door. 



LEXICON AND SYNTAX - ARCHITECTURAL LANGUAGE 

Each building develops its own lexicon and syntax. No rule 

governs the use of material as if a particular material 

were to be reacted to as a sign unless tbat rule were made 

apparent within a particular building. A lexicon is formed 

through the selection of elements that coorespond to words 

in spoken language that act as signs. A unit of the material 

q 
that make up these elements coorespond to phonemes7in spoken 

language and cannot signify. Elements which form a lexicon 

can do so only by differing in shape, size, material, or color 

from other elements in the same building.The relative 

differences between elements will directly effect the degree 

of clarity or ambiguity inherent within the language developing 

from these elements. 

Syntax is the formal system of relationships between elements. 

These relationships are; placement of the various elements 

in space in relation to each other, physical connections between 

elements, and the relationship of elements to their interpreters. 

** The use of this term is intended to extend to consciously 
designed elements In the built environment. 

9 Ralph R. Leutenegger, Sounds of American English, p.l. 
Here, you could justly consider influences on the building 
in question from history, or from cultural or environmental 
contexture. Elements could respond in accordance with or 
in opposition to these Influences, but care must be taken 
with respect to clarity if you desire to cause these 
influences to hold an elemental position within a developing 
language. 



METAPHOR 

"A sign is metaphorical if in a particular instance 
of its occurrence it is used to denote an object which 
it does not literally denote in virtue of its 
signification, but which has some of the properties 
which its genuine denotata have ... since an automobile 
is not literally a 'beetle1, to call it a beetle forces 
the interpreter to attend with special care to the 
automobile in order to determine.in what sense the auto 
is like (and unlike) a beetle." 

Metaphor is a popular and often wrongly used term in 

architecture. The problem of the abuse of this term may come 

from theorist's and practitioner's misunderstanding of how 

a metaphor communicates an idea. To say that a historical 

building was used as a metaphor for the production of a new 

piece of architecture demands that a new (and third) idea come 

from an attention to both buildings. To say that the use 

of light in a similar fashion to that of Le Corbusier's 

Notre-Dame-du-Haut at Ronchamp is a metaphorical endeavor is, 

rather, a thinly veiled simile unless you intend to communicate 

a new idea that neither of the buildings taken separately 

could provide. This is a tough order to fill because 

a metaphor is expected to communicate hew ideas rather than 

reiterate already used ideas. 

^ Charles Morris, Signs, Language, and Behavior, p. 136. 



The following la a simplistic example of how a metaphor 

could work in architecture: 

1 
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Observing the facade of the hypothetical building in 

illustration 1, the left hand side signifies and denotes 

'wall' or "unpenetrated surface" while the right hand side 

signifies 'openings' or 'openness*• Without discussing the 

meaning of this construct, we could say that it reads 

literally, that is, if you wished to display behavior towards 

the transparent portion of the building (such as looking 

for a friend), you would observe in the direction of the side 

of the building that denotes openness, rather than the 

opaque side. 

The building can be thought of as being a prescriptive-

ascriptor, that is, it is a complex of signs that signify 

a differentiation of surface and articulation that causes 

perceptive sensors to observe in one portion of the building 

rather than the other. 

Illustration 1 



Illustration 2 

A metaphorical sign-complex is represented by illustration 2 

in respect to illustration 1. The unarticulated surface 

denotes •wall', however it is actually a window. 

The articulated surface denotes 'opening1 whereas it is 

actually opaque. In relation to illustration 1, 

illustration 2 causes us to consider that this hypothetical 

facade does not denote in virtue of its signification. 

It is important to note that the differences between the two 

hypothetical facades caused a third thing to occur; 

a particular kind of attention was paid to both facades,, 

causing interaction between the two signs and the interpreter. 

This attention is quite different from seeing a building 

as a Venturi 'Duck' which denotes literally and forces the 

building to be negatively attended to in a one sided 

agreement between form and interpretation. 



PROGRAM FOR APPLICATION OF THESIS IDEAS: 

SHINKENCHIKU RESIDENTIAL DESIGN COMPETITION 1978 

Sponsors: SHINKENCHIKU-SHA CO., LTD., YOSHIOKA FOUNDATION 

Machiya as Muko Sanger* Ryodonari 

The Townhouse neighborhood: A House on Eaoh Side and 

Three Across the Street 

The site specified for this competition is 13«5m by 

I4.3™, with a street bisecting it (north is up). Six families 

of varying sizes (average four members), ages and persuasions 

are to live on this site. Each family has its separate 

identities, schedules, and habits. The internal property 

lines are not fixed, but the external ones and the street 

right of way are. Twelve cars must be conveniently stored 

on the site; some of the inhabitants love their cars, but 

none is anxious to require people arriving at the front 

door to crawl over or around an automobile. Some, but not 

all, of the family members are avid gardeners; but there 

should be a connection with the earth, a private outdoor 

space where a tree could grow in the ground, for every family 

This outdoor space must be intimately connected with the 

main indoor living space. Some, but not all, of the inha

bitants enjoy sunbathing; but there should be a place in the 

sun, indoors and out, for every family. Some, but not all, 

seek frequent solitude; but there should be a place, other 

than the bathroom, where every person can be alone. 



Members of every family should be able to visualize, remember 

and describe their houses. For moral as well as financial 

reasons, all are eager to economize on the use of energy. 

If there are advantages in communal heat storage tanks, 

communal collectors for hot water, or even baths, such system 

are welcome. Let us assume strong prejudice in favor of 

natural ventilation, against air conditioning, in a climate 

like that of Tokyo or Atlanta: long, hot, moist summers with 

some cooling breezes from the northwest and short, sharp 

winters with a few snowfalls and chilling winds out of the 

north. Let us assume, too, a latitude of 3l4.°N, a flat site, 

and neighbors in transition. Perhaps the most important 

thing about each house is that it must be able to receive 

the energy and care of its inhabitants and repay that energy, 

to energize them. 



PROCESS 

Program Considerations 

The Idea of a small site Is not a new one; but, to Americans, 

t h e  i d e a  o f  a  L j . . 5  m e t e r  ( I I 4 . . 7 8  f t . )  b y  1 8  m e t e r  ( 5 9 . 0 5  f t . )  

site is small indeed. A site that measures 50 ft. by 135 f t .  

is a currently expectable lot size for an urban residential 

site. The latter site offers the possibility for parallel 

parking on the street or a garage accessible from the alley 

separating the rear of adjoining lots. Houses adjoining the 

sides and rears of this site are units of similar design 

on similarly sized lots. There is no alley-way separating 

the rear lot lines. 

The American concept of townhouse grouping is currently 

dependant on a squarish configuration of plan, a large yard 

and perpendicular parking for two cars. The perpendicular 

parking arrangement gives total lot frontage of approximately 

twenty feet per house and, therefore, cannot be applied 

to this problem. 

The parking requirement in the program causes a decision 

between a centralized parking area or separating the parking 

into individual groups (two for each house). The centralizing 

of parking into a lot of twelve cars or two lots of six oars 

would remove the opportunity for WA House on Either Side and 

Three Across the Street*. 



The idea on an individual or a family owning property ia 

deeply rooted in our culture. This idea ia one which I do not 

care to call to question. "Good fences make good neighbors". 

Our society, however, goes beyond reasonable expectations 

in terms of separation. Strategic opportunity for community 

and sharing is desireable. Too often, our parents are separated 

from us by the lack of economically available or convenient 

housing. The solution should present an opportunity for 

convenient, inexpensive housing for one or two people 

as well as for larger families. 

The closeness of the units will cause acoustical problems. 

• • © 

ARCHITECTURE 

Dematerializing of the north and south faces of the houses 

will allow for two types of natural light within the house 

and will provide ventilation through operable windows. 

Placement of the major living space above and open court 

will cause cooling during overheated periods. 

Houses adjoining at points 

rather than on surfaces will 

help to reduce noise problems. 



The sharing of the common use spaces must not encroach on 

the main living spaces. 

A residual "front lawn11 will be provided for sitting and 

to add to experience while walking or riding across the site. 
/ 1 \ 

A heirarchy of scale devices shall be employed to soften the 

lines of the building where It meets the plane of the street. 
>»• 
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A shaded, hard surfaced sitting area will accompany each house. 

These sitting areas are conceived of as planting areas. 

These areas must be visually inviting, yet relatively secure 

and private. Bedrooms, bath and sunning areas will be on 

the third floor. 

The architecture should be an attempt at unifying the pieces 

as individual wholes, yet alluding to a greater group unity. 

An attempt to create a presentational (art) synbol is the 

higher architectural goal. 

SEMIOTIC 

Placing more fuse per cubic foot1 on the site indicates 

a complexity and possible ambiguity not desireable to viewing 

a house as an individually owned piece of property, clearly 

expressed on the street scape. Since four of the six houses 



have their 'front* doors in the rear on the second floor, 

indicators (other than language signs) are desireable to 

signify the path to the door. 

As I have previously stated, interpreters can most efficiently 

discover architecture by observing elements that differ in a 

perceivable way from other elements. In this regard, the two 

frames, which project from the larger houses to touch the line 

created by the facade of the smaller house, cause a difference 

to be noticed. The benches, diagonal paving pattern, 

diagonal facade element of the smaller dwelling, and the 

filtered space of the pathways are subsequently noticed. 

We could say that the frame elements are appraisors. 

The other manipulations become designators when the gate 

is seen near the stair. All of these designators are used 

in opposition to the clear spatial appearance of the car-port. 

Further evaluation of the group of houses will show that 

these relationships appear also on the smaller houses. 

The diagonal markings nrhich appear in paving and structural 

bracketing on the frames are given their existence through 

the conscious formation of a discursive symbol on the smaller 

facade. It is meant to only hint at this relationship, 

a poke at the subconscious to stimulate knowledge about 

the continuance of the diagonal used elsewhere. 



Larger, more abstract diagonals can be reconstructed by 

connecting the corners of the spandrels. The lines, thus 

constructed, point to the entry passages of the larger houses 

and connect in space to form an undelineated triangle, 

compositionally unifying the facades into groups of three. 

This is reinforced by the strong diagonals marking the sunning 

areas. The diagonal signifies •human activity1; entry, 

movement and existence, based on the quasi-pediment. 

The diagonal, bench, and material articulation are directly 

related to the door in the smaller houses. 

The 'Three Across the Street1 relationship goes farther 

than physical shape similarity. I am attempting to evoke a 

metaphorical response that causes a question to be raised 

by the interpreter concerning the origin of both structures. 

This questioning is a response to the characteristics of the 

infill planes, the differences in material on the overhanging 

bedrooms and the type of whole created by the fragmentary 

pediments. The 'third thing1 characterizing the metaphor is 

two frames being infilled by a solid, or e solid being pulled 

apart to form the two groups of three. The material could 

be used only once, therefore the voids had to be infilled 

with another material. This relationship occurs in the 

Cartesian system in terms of the orthagonal. A rythmic 

diagonal relationship occurs across the group to lend a more 

dynamic sense to the composition. 



Other lexicative terms include fvoldal compression1 and 

its' opposite 1 voidal relief, !material compression1 -

Material relief', and 'articulated profile1 - 1rectaline 

profile 1• 



GLOSSARY 

Adequacy * A sign is adequate to the degree to which it achieves 
the purpose for which it is used. 

Appraisor - A sign that signifies something as having a preferential 
status for behavior. A significatum of such a sign is 
called a valuatum. Positive and negative appraisors 
are distinguished; also, utilitators and consummators, 
depending upon whether what is signified is a weans-object 
or a goal-object. 

Ascriptor - A sign complex (or combination of sign complexes) 
in whioh something is signified in the Identificative mode 
of signifying and in some other mode of signifying 
(designative, appraisive, prescriptive, or formative). 
Ascriptors are accordingly designative, appraisive, prescrip
tive, and formative. An ascriptor is undifferentiated 
if the same sign-vehicle is in the various modes of 
signifying; otherwise differentiated. When all the signs 
in an ascriptor are lanslgns, the asoriptor is a 
lanascriptor. 

Behavior-Family - Any set of response-sequences that are 
initiated by similar stimulus-objects and that terminate 
in these objects as similar goal*objects for similar needs. 

Communication - When restricted to signs, communication is 
the arousing of common slgnlflcata by the production of 
signs. It is language communication when the signs 
produced are language signs. Not all communication is 
language communication. 

Comslgn - A sign that has the same signification to the 
organism that produces it that It has to other organisms. 
Comslgns are a special class of interpersonal signs, 
since not all interpersonal signs are comslgns. Comslgns 
may be either comsignals or comsymbols. 

Denotatum - Anything that would permit the completion of the 
response-sequences to which an interpreter is disposed 
because of a sign. 

Denote - A sign that has a denotatum or denotata is said to 
denote its denotatum or denotata. All signs signify, 
but not all signs denote. 



Designator - A sign that signifies characteristics or 
stimulus-properties of stimulus-objects. Such a significatum 
is called a discriminatum. Monadic, dyadic, and triadic 
designators are distinguished; also, object-designators 
and character-designators. 

Disposition To Respond - The state of an organism at a given 
time such that under certain additional conditions a 
given response takes place. 

Formative Ascriptor - A compound ascriptor such that the 
denotation of one or more of the component ascriptors 
(called the antecedent ascriptors) is, because of the 
signification of the ascriptor a sufficient condition for the 
denotation or lack of denotation of the remaining component 
ascriptor or ascriptors (called the consequent ascriptors), 
and hence, for the denotation or laok of denotation of the 
compound ascriptor itself# Formative ascriptors are accord
ingly either analytic or contradictory. 

Formator - A sign signifying how something is signified in 
an ascriptor. Stated behaviorally, formators are signs 
that dispose their Interpreters to modify in determinate 
ways the dispositions to response occasioned by other signs 
in the sign combinations in which the formator appears. 
The slgnlflcatum of a formator is called a formatum. 

Iconic Sign - A sign is Iconic to the extent to which it 
Itself has the properties of its denotata; otherwise 
non-iconic. 

Identlflor - A sign that signifies a location in space or time. 
Such a slgnlflcatum is called a jlocatum. Indicators, 
descriptors, and manors are kinds of identlflors. 

Incltive Use of Signs - When signs are produced to call out 
more or less specific ways of responding to something. 
Signs Inoltlvely adequate are called persuasive. 

Indicators - Identlflors which are non-language signals. 

Informative Use of Signs ~ When signs are produced to cause 
someone to act as if sows thing had, has, or will have 
certain characteristics (dlscrlmlnata, stimulus-properties). 
Signs informatively adequate are said to be convincing; 
they need not be true. 

Interpersonal Sign - A sign is interpersonal to the degree 
that It has the same signification to a number of 
interpreters; otherwise personal. 

Interpretant - The disposition in an interpreter to respond, 
because of a sign, by response-sequences of some 
behavior-family. 



Interpreter - An organism for which gonething is a sign. 

Lansign - A sign that is a member of a lansign-system. 
In this book "language sign" is often used in place of 
"lansign"; strictly speaking, only the latter term 
is defined* 

Lansign-system - A set of plurisituational signs with interpersonal 
significata common to members of an interpreter-family, 
the signs being producible by members of the interpreter-
family and combinable in some ways but not in others to 
form compound signs. Stated in terms of comslgns* a 
lansign-system is a set of comsign-families the members 
of which are restricted in the ways in which they may be 
combined. In this book "language" is often used in place 
of "lansign-system"; strictly speaking, only the latter 
term is defined. 

Mode of Signifying - A differentiation of signs in terms of the 
most general kinds of significata* Five modes of 
signifying are distinguished (identificative, designative, 
appralsive, prescriptive, and formative), and signs 
signifying in these modes are called respectively identlfiors, 
designators, appraisors, prescriptors, and formators. 

Pragmatics - That branch of semiotic which studies the origin, 
the uses, and the effects of signs. It is distinguished 
from semantics and syntactics. 

Post-Language Symbols - Symbols producible by their Interpreters 
and synonymous with language signs (lansigns). Such symbols 
may be personal or interpersonal, and may or may not 
themselves become elements in a language (lansign-system). 

Preparatory-stimulus - A stimulus that influences a response 
to some other stimulus. A preparatory-stimulus 
necessarily causes at the time of stimulation a reaction 
in the organism for which it is a stimulus, but this reaction 
need not be a response (an action of a muscle or gland). 

Prescrlptor - A sign that signifies the requiredness of certain 
response-sequences. A signlflcatum of such a sign is 
called an obllgatum. Hypothetical, oategorical, and 
grounded prescriptors are distinguished. 

Reliable Sign - A sign is reliable to the degree that members 
of the sign-family to which it belongs denote; otherwise 
unreliable. 

Response - Any action of a muscle or gland. Hence, there are 
reactions of any organism which are not responses. 



Response-sequence - Any sequence of consecutive responses 
whose first member is initiated by a stimulus-object 
and whose last member is a response to this stimulus-
object as a goal-object (an object that partially or 
completely removes the state of the organism that 
motivates the sequence of responses). 

Semantics - That branch of semlotlc which studies the signi
fication of signs. It is distinguished from syntactics 
and pragmatics. 

Semiosis - A sign-process, that is, a process In which something 
is a sign to some organism. It is to be distinguished 
from semlotlc as the study of semiosis* Th» terms 
"liemiosical" and Nssmlotlcaln may be distinguished In 
a similar way. 

Semlotlc - The science of signs. Its main subdivisions are 
semantics, syntactics, and pragmatics. Each of these, 
and so semlotlc as a whole, can be pure, descriptive, or 
applied. Pure semlotlc elaborates a language to talk 
about signs, descriptive semlotlc studies, actual signs, 
and applied semlotlc utilizes knowledge about signs for 
the accomplishment of various purposes. 

Sign - Roughly: something that directs behavior with respect 
to something that is not at the moment a stimulus. 
More accurately: If"A" is a preparatory-stimulus that, 
in the absence of stimulus-objects initiating response-
sequences of a certain behavior-family, causes in some 
organism a disposition to respond by response-sequences 
of this behavior-family, than "A" is a sign. Anything 
that meets these conditions is a sign; it is left undecided 
whether there are signs that do not meet these conditions. 

Signal - A sign that Is not a aymbol, that Is, not produced 
by its interpreter and not a substitute for some other 
sign with which it tl synonymous. 

Sign-Family - A set of similar sign-vehicles that for a given 
Interpreter have the same signification. 

Signlficatum - The conditions such that whatever meets these 
conditions is a denotatum of a given sign. The formulatidn 
of what a sign signifies is called a formulated signlficatum. 
No attempt has been made to differentiate "signification" 
and "signlficatum". 



Signify - To signify is to act as a sign in a process of 
semiosis. "To have signification" and "to have a signifi-
catum" are synonymous with "to signify". A sign is said 
to signify (but not denote) its significatum, that is, 
the conditions under which it denotes. All signs signify; 
not all signs denote* 

Sign-vehicle - A particular event or object, such as a sound 
or mark, that functions as a sign. 

Symbol - A sign that is produced by its interpreter and that 
acta as a substitute for some other sign with which it 
is synonymous; all signs not symbols are signals. Symbols 
may be pre-language, language, and post-language symbols* 

Systemic Use of Signs ~ When signs are produced to organize 
behavior that other aigns tend to provoke. Signs system-
ically adequate are oalled correct* 

Syntactics - That branch of seraiotic that studies the way in 
which signs of various classes are combined to form compound 
signs* It abstracts from the signification of the signs 
it studies and from their uses and effects; hence, it is 
distinguished from semantics and pragmatics^ 

Type of Discourse - A specialization of language for the 
accomplishment of specific purposes. The types of discourse 
are here classified on a mode-use basis, that is, in terms 
of the combination of some dominant mode of signifying 
with some dominant use. Thus, there are alxteen major 
types of discourset deslgnatlve-informative, designative-
valuative, appraisive-incitive, formative-systemic, and 
so forth. 

r 
Use of Sign - A sign is used with respect to some goal if it 

is produced by an interpreter as a means of attaining that 
goal; a sign that is used is thus a means-object. Four 
main uses of signs are distinguished: the informative, 
valuative, incitive, and systemic. The use of a sign is 
not to be confused with its mode of signifying. 

Valuative Use of Signs - When signs are used to cause preferential 
behavior to something. Signs valuatlvely adequate are 
said to be effective. 

Valuatum - A slgnlflcatum of an appraisor. 
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